We present a finite-element time-domain (FETD) Maxwell solver for the analysis of body-of-revolution (BOR) geometries based on discrete exterior calculus (DEC) of differential forms and transformation optics (TO) concepts. We explore TO principles to map the original 3-D BOR problem to a 2-D one in the meridian ρz-plane based on a Cartesian coordinate system where the cylindrical metric is fully embedded into the constitutive properties of an effective inhomogeneous and anisotropic medium that fills the domain. The proposed solver uses a (TE φ , TM φ ) field decomposition and an appropriate set of DEC-based basis functions on an irregular grid discretizing the meridian plane. A symplectic time discretization based on a leap-frog scheme is applied to obtain the full-discrete marching-on-time algorithm. We validate the algorithm by comparing the results against analytical solutions for resonant fields in cylindrical cavities and against pseudo-analytical solutions for fields radiated by cylindrically symmetric antennas in layered media. We also illustrate the application of the algorithm for a particle-in-cell (PIC) simulation of beam-wave interactions inside a high-power backward-wave oscillator.
Introduction
The solution of Maxwell's equations in circularly symmetric or body-ofrevolution (BOR) geometries is important for a plethora of applications involving analysis and design of microwave devices (e.g. cavity resonators, coaxial cables, waveguides, antennas, high-power amplifiers, etc.) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] , electromagnetic scattering [10, 11, 12, 13] , metamaterials [14] , and exploration geophysics [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] , to name a few. Azimuthal field variations in BOR problems can be described by Fourier modal decomposition, with the modal field solutions reduced to a two-dimensional (2-D) problem in the meridian ρz-plane. Frequency-domain finite element (FE) Maxwell solvers for 10 BOR problems have been developed in the past by discretizing the second-order vector wave equation using edge elements for either the electric or the magnetic field [6, 7, 12, 14, 22] which avoids some of the pitfalls encountered when using scalar elements [10] .
It is highly desirable to develop BOR FE solvers in the time domain as well. Time-domain FE solvers are better suited for simulating broadband problems, for capturing transient processes such as those involved in beam-wave interactions [23, 24, 25] , and for handling non-linear problems. However, the use of the second-order vector wave equation as a starting point for a time-domain FE formulation, as done in frequency-domain Maxwell FE solvers, is inadequate.
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This is because the vector wave equation admits solutions of the form t∇φ, which are not original solutions of Maxwell's equations and, even if not excited by (properly set) initial conditions, may emerge in the course of the simulation due to round-off errors and pollute the results for long integration times [26] . To avoid this problem, a FE solver based directly on the first-order should be adopted in the time domain [27, 28, 29, 30] .
In this paper, we present an effective time-domain FE BOR solver for the first-order Maxwell's curl equations based on transformation optics (TO) [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36] and discretization principles based on the discrete exterior calculus (DEC) of differential forms [23, 27, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44] . We explore 30 TO principles to map the original three-dimensional (3-D) BOR problem to an equivalent problem on the 2-D meridian plane where the resulting metric is not the cylindrical one but instead the Cartesian one (i.e., with no radial factors present). The cylindrical metric becomes fully embedded into the constitutive properties of an effective (artificial) inhomogeneous anisotropic medium that fills the entire domain. In this way, a Cartesian 2-D FE code can be retrofitted to this problem with no modifications necessary except to accommodate the presence of anisotropic media. Similar ideas have been explored in the past but restricted to the frequency-domain finite-difference (FD) context and to structured grids only [45] . In the FE context considered here, DEC principles are of the algorithm to the simulation of wave-beam interactions in a high-power microwave backward-wave oscillator (BWO).
Formulation

Exploration of transformation optics (TO) concepts
Consider a BOR object with symmetry axis along z, such as the waveguide structure depicted in Fig. 1 . It is well known that the vector operators (gradient, curl, and divergence) in cylindrical coordinates have additional metric scaling factors not present in Cartesian coordinates. However, by exploiting TO 60 concepts [31, 32, 38] , we can map the cylindrical-system Maxwell's curl equations to a Cartesian-like equations where the metric factors are embedded into artificial constitutive tensors. Starting from Maxwell's equations in cylindrical coordinates, and considering artificial anisotropic permittivity and permeability tensors¯ andμ of the form
where the constitutive parameters of the original medium are given bȳ
and using the following rescaling for the fields
we can rewrite the resulting Maxwell's curl equations as
with
The modified curl operator in the equivalent (primed) system seen in (11) is devoid of any radial scaling and thus locally isomorphic to the Cartesian curl operator. 
Field decomposition
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We decompose the fields into two sets: TE φ -and TM φ -polarized fields, corresponding to {E ρ , E z , B φ } and {E φ , B ρ , B z }, respectively. In what follows, we use superscripts or ⊥ to denote fields transverse or normal to the 2-D meridian plane. The TE φ field components can be expressed as E and B ⊥ and the TM φ as E ⊥ and B . In the DEC context, the electric field intensity, the magnetic flux density, the electric flux density, and the magnetic field intensity are likewise represented as 1-, 2-, 2-, and 1-forms 1 on the 3-D Euclidean space, respectively [38] . For present analysis based on the meridian plane (a 2-D manifold), E is transverse to the plane and still is represented as a 1-form. On the other hand, E ⊥ should be represented as a 0-form since it is a point-
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based quantity on this manifold. Likewise, although B ⊥ is a 2-form in 3-D, B is represented as a 1-form on the 2-D meridian plane.
Mixed E − B FE time-domain BOR solver
We factor the transverse (i.e. ρ and z) and normal (i.e. φ) variations of the polarization-decomposed Maxwell fields on the 2-D meridian plane as
where M φ is the maximum order of the Fourier harmonics considered and
Substituting (12) and (13) into (7), by the orthogonality between modes, i.e.
where C 0 = 2π and C m = π for m = 0, we obtain the modal Faraday's law as
for m = −M φ , ..., M φ , where ∇ =ρ∂/∂ρ +ẑ∂/∂z. We discretize (19) and (20) on the meridian plane using an unstructured mesh based on simplicial (triangular) cells and by representing the various field components as scalar or vector proxies of discrete differential forms (Whitney forms) [27, 38, 43] . In particular, the TE φ field is expanded as
where
is the vector proxy of a Whitney p-form w (p) q [24] associated with the q-th p-cell (p = 0, 1, 2 for nodes, edges, and facets, respectively) on the grid, and N p is the total number of p-cells on the grid. The expressions for the Whitney forms and their proxies are provided in Appendix A. Likewise, the TM φ field is represented as
In what follows, we denoteφ × W
(1)
, since this expression recovers the so-called Rao-Wilton-Glisson (RWG) functions [48, 49] 2 . Note that we use dummy index subscripts i, j, and k to indicate the i-th node, j-th edge, and k-th face, respectively. The various basis functions above are depicted in Fig.  3 , see also [51, 52] .
By substituting (21) and (22) into (19) , and (23) and (24) into (20), we obtain the following equations
for m = −M φ , ..., M φ and where we have used the fact that ∇ × φ W
i . The equations above can be recast using the exterior calculus of differential forms as
where d = dρ ∂/∂ρ + dz ∂/∂z is the exterior derivative on the meridian plane.
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Applying DEC principles, (27) can be paired to the 2-cells of the mesh and (28) to the 1-cells of the mesh (see Appendix B) so that, by invoking the generalized Stokes' theorem [27, 38, 40, 43, 44] (see Appendix C), the exterior derivative can be replaced by incidence operators on the mesh (see . Note that t j is a unit vector tangential to j−th edge and parallel to its direction and n k is a unit vector normal to k−th face. also Appendix D). Next, by discretizing the time derivatives using centraldifferences in a staggered manner (leap-frog time discretization) we obtain the following update equations for Faraday's law
where ∆t is a time step increment and the superscript n indicates the time- , and
T .
We proceed along similar lines for Ampere's law by expressing the D and H fields as
After substituting (31) and (32) to (8) , applying trigonometric orthogonality to the resulting equations, and matching the field components, we arrive at
As before, we discretize (33) and (34) on the 2-D meridian plane, the important difference being that the discretization for D and H is on the dual mesh [33, 38, 43, 50] , as opposed to the FE (primal) mesh as done for E and B . In this way, we obtain
where we use the tilde˜to denote quantities associated with the dual mesh. Similar to the discrete counterparts of Faraday's law, by substituting (35) and (36) into (33) and (37) and (38) into (34) and by applying DEC principles and a leap-frog time discretization to the resulting equations, we obtain the discrete representations of Ampere's law as
where D curl and D grad are incidence matrices on the dual mesh, with sizes
are column vectors containing the degrees of freedom of the modal fields.
Because of the lack of Whitney forms defined on the dual mesh 3 , we use the (discrete) Hodge star operator [33, 38, 43, 50] to convert the discrete Ampere's law from the dual mesh to the primal mesh. In this way,
T and the discrete Hodge matrix elements are given by [38, 43, 47] [ ]
[ ]
, (45)
where Ω is the (local) spatial support of the Whitney forms, and the ρ, ρ
factors result from the use of the TO in the mapping, as discussed before, where they enter as modifiers of constitutive properties rather than in differential operators. The field updates in (41) and (42) Nevertheless, this needs to be repeated at every time step. The linear solve can be obviated by computing a sparse approximate inverse (SPAI) of [ ]
0→0
and [ ] 1→1 prior to the start of the time updating procedure. This strategy is discussed in [25] and [41] . 
Boundary conditions on symmetry axis
For BOR problems where the line ρ = 0 (symmetry axis) is part of the solution domain (for example, in hollow waveguides), it becomes necessary to treat the field behavior there by means of appropriate boundary conditions. The boundary conditions at ρ = 0 are mode-dependent and should account for the cylindrical coordinate system singularity and the related degeneracy of theρ and φ unit vectors there. When m = 0, there is no field variation along azimuth and, in the absence of charges at ρ = 0, both azimuthal and radial field components are zero at ρ = 0. On the other hand, the axial field component should be zero for m = 0 [53] since the axial direction is invariant with respect to φ and a field 120 dependency of the form cos mφ or sin mφ with m = 0 would imply a multivalued result at ρ = 0 due to the coordinate degeneracy there. As a result, when m = 0, the boundary ρ = 0 can be represented as a perfect electric conductor for the TE φ field and as a perfect magnetic conductor for the TM φ field. Conversely, when m = 0, the ρ = 0 boundary can be represented as a perfect magnetic conductor for the TE φ field and as a perfect electric conductor for the TM φ field. A homogeneous Neumann boundary condition for the electric field can be used to represent the perfect magnetic conductor case and a homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition for the perfect electric conductor case. Implementation of such boundary conditions on the primal mesh is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Dashed 130 lines in Fig. 4b and 4d denote the Dirichlet boundary implementation: along the z axis, the perfect electric conductor condition is enforced on grid edges for the TE φ case and on grid nodes for the TM φ case. Likewise, Fig. 4a and 4c illustrate application of the Neumann boundary condition: along the z axis, the perfect magnetic conductor condition is enforced on grid edges for the TE φ case and on grid nodes for the TM φ case. Using the boundary conditions described above, the present FETD-BOR Maxwell solver does not require any modifications in the basis functions on the grid cells adjacent to the z axis, unlike prior FE-BOR Maxwell solvers.
Numerical Examples
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In order to validate present FETD-BOR Maxwell solver, we first consider a cylindrical cavity and compare the resonance frequency results to the analytical predictions. Then, we illustrate two practical examples of devices based on BOR geometries: logging-while-drilling sensors used for Earth formation resistivity profiling in geophysical exploration and relativistic BWO for high-power microwave applications.
Cylindrical metallic cavity
We simulate the eigenfrequencies of a hollow cylindrical cavity with metallic walls using the present FETD-BOR Maxwell solver, and compare the results to analytic predictions. The cavity has radius a = 0.5 m and height h = 1 m, as depicted in Fig. 5 . Magnetic and electric dipole current sources M (r, t) and J (r, t) oriented along φ and excited by broadband Gaussian-modulated pulses are placed at arbitrary locations inside the cavity r s = (ρ s , φ s , z s ), so that
with t g = 20 ns, σ g = 1.9 ns, and f g = 300 MHz, and r = ρρ + zẑ. We use Fourier series expansion to describe δ (φ − φ s ) in (47) in order to match the modal field expansion used before. A total of four dipole sources (electric and magnetic currents) are used to excite a rich gamut of eigenmodes, as illustrated in Fig. 5 . The meridian plane of the cylindrical cavity is discretized by an unstructured grid with 4, 045 
where c is speed of light, χ mn and χ mn are the roots of the equations J m (aχ mn ) = 0 and J m (aχ mn ) = 0, respectively, with J m (·) being the Bessel function of first kind and J m (·) its derivative with respect to the argument. It is clear 150 from Fig. 6 that there is a great agreement between the simulated and analytic eigenfrequencies. Table 1 shows the relative error between the simulated f s and analytical f a frequencies. The relative error is below 0.03 % in all cases, indicating the accuracy of the proposed field solver.
To illustrate the field behavior, Fig. 8 shows snapshots for electric field in- or normal) boundary conditions on the outer perfect electric conductor walls for electric field intensity and magnetic flux density are well satisfied. Moreover, the correct field distribution along the symmetry axis is well reproduced by the chosen boundary conditions at ρ = 0, without any spurious artifacts.
Logging-while-drilling sensor simulation
Logging-while-drilling sensors have BOR geometries and are routinely used for hydrocarbon exploration [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] . As the drilling process is performed, these sensors record logs obtained by the measurements of fields produced by loop (multi-coil) antennas present in the sensor and reflected from the surrounding geological formation. Logging-while-drilling sensors are typi-170 cally equipped with a series of transmitter and receiver loop antennas that are wrapped around the outer diameter of a metallic mandrel attached to the bit drill [54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59] . Fields produced by the transmitter coil(s) interact with the adjacent well-bore environment and are detected by a pair (or more) of receiver coils along the logging-while-drilling sensor at same axial distance from the transmitter(s). Two types of measurements are typically used to determine the resistivity profiles of the adjacent formation. The first is the amplitude ratio (AR) between the electromotive force (e.m.f.) excited at the two receiver coils and the second is their phase difference (PD). In this section, we consider a prototypical concentric logging-while-drilling sensor generating a 180 TM φ field distribution in the formation with m = 0 4 . The logging-while-drilling sensor depicted in Fig. 9 consists of a metallic cylindrical mandrel modeled as a perfect electric conductor inside a concentric cylindrical borehole. Three loop antennas are used: one as transmitter and two as receivers. The borehole created by the drilling process is filled with a lubricant fluid (mud). The three coil antennas are moving downward in tandem as the drilling process occur.
We consider two scenarios for the adjacent Earth formation, as shown in Fig.  10 . In the first scenario, the borehole is filled with a low conductive (oil-based) fluid (mud) having σ = 0.0005 S/m and surrounded by geological formations with different conductivities. We compute the AR and PD as a function of the 190 formation conductivity. In the second scenario, the borehole is filled with a high conductive (water-based) fluid having σ = 2 S/m, and the formation has three horizontal layers with different conductivities as shown. We compute the AR and PD as the set of coil antennas (sensor) moves downward. In both cases, the relative permittivity and permeability are assumed equal to one everywhere, and the transmitter coil radiates a 2 MHz signal. In the time domain, this is implemented through a current signal along the transmitter coil given by I Tx (t) = r(t) sin (ωt), where
is a raised-cosine ramp function, T = 2π/ω is the signal period, and α is the number of sine wave cycles during the ramp duration αT . The use of ramp function mitigates high frequency components otherwise produced by an abrupt turn-on at t = 0, and yields faster convergence of AR and PD (after approximately one time period T ) [21] . We choose α = 0.5 to yield a continuous first-order derivative and no DC (zero-frequency) component for the signal. From the time-domain signals computed at the two receivers, we extract the correspond- ing phases θ and amplitudes A using
where q 1 and q 2 are signals computed at times t 1 and t 2 , respectively [21] . Next, the AR and PD are calculated as
The azimuthal electric current along the transmitter coil is modeled as a nodal current density on the meridian plane and the metallic mandrel is regarded as 200 perfect electric conductor. The FE domain is truncated by a PML to mimic an open domain. We use 8 layers for the PML to yield a reflectance below −50 dB [30] . Fig. 11 shows results for the behavior of AR and PD versus the conductivity on a homogeneous formation. The results are compared against previous results obtained by the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) and the numerical mode matching (NMM) methods [21] . There is excellent agreement between the results. Results for the second scenario are shown in Fig. 12 , where PD is plotted as a function of the z position of the transmitter, z Tx , and compared against previous results obtained by the FDTD and NMM methods [21] . Again, an excellent agreement is obtained. As expected, the PD is higher when the coil antennas are within high attenuation (high conductivity) layer and vice versa. The conductance profile and the corresponding axial extension of each formation is shown in green color in Fig. 12. Fig. 13a−Fig. 13f show snapshots of the electric field distributions for different z Tx to illustrate the field behavior.
Backward-wave oscillator (BWO) in the relativistic regime
In this section, we consider a backward-wave oscillator (BWO) driven by energetic electron beams in the relativistic regime designed to produce a highpower microwave signal [60] , as depicted in Fig. 14 . The proposed FETD-BOR solver is incorporated into a PIC algorithm [61, 62, 63] to simulate the wave-220 plasma interaction in the device [9] . The PIC algorithm is based on an unstructured grid and explained in detail in [9, 24, 25] . For this problem it suffices to consider the TE φ polarized field with m = 0. In a relativistic BWO, the energy of space-charge modes is converted into microwaves via Cerenkov radiation [64] . The BWO employs a slow-wave structure to produce such radiation [65] . In present case, the BWO system consists of a cathode, an anode, a slow-wave structure with sinusoidal corrugations, a beam collector, and a coaxial output port, as depicted in Fig. 15a . The electron beam is produced by an external voltage between the cathode and anode. In the slow-wave structure, the space charge modes evolve to TM 01 modes. The oscillation of the modal field leads to 11 particles and hence a collisionless plasma assumption is valid in this case. The self-field evolution and spectrum at the output port are shown in Figs. 16a and 16b, respectively. From Fig. 16a , it is seen that the field grows to an RF oscillation near 50 ns and saturates at around 100 ns. The output signal has a peak at 8.27 GHz, as shown in Fig. 16b. Fig. 15a shows the electron beam distribution at 43.7 ns. The velocity of each particle is color-encoded and the bunching effect due to velocity modulation is clearly visible. Fig. 15b also illustrates the steady-state profile of the BWO system at 83.3 ns. The vector plot of the corresponding self-fields clearly shows that a strong TM 01 mode is indeed present.
Conclusion
We presented a new finite-element time-domain (FETD) Maxwell solver for the analysis of body-of-revolution (BOR) geometries. The proposed solver is based on discrete exterior calculus (DEC) and transformation optics (TO) concepts. We explored TO principles to map the original 3-D problem from a cylindrical coordinate system to an equivalent problem on a 2-D (Cartesian-260 like) meridian ρz plane, where the cylindrical metric is factored out from the differential operators and embedded on an effective (artificial) inhomogeneous and anisotropic medium that fills the domain. This enables the use of Cartesian 2-D FE code with no modifications necessary except to accommodate the presence of anisotropic media. The spatial discretization is done on an unstructured mesh on the 2-D meridian plane and effected by decomposing the fields into their TE φ and TM φ components and expanding each eigenmode into an appropriate set of (vector or scalar) basis functions (Whitney forms) based on DEC principles. A leap-frog (symplectic) time-integrator is applied to the semi-discrete Maxwell curl equations and used to obtain a fully discrete, marching-on-time 270 evolution algorithm. Unlike prior solvers, the present FETD-BOR Maxwell solver does not require any modifications on the basis functions adjacent to the symmetry axis. Rather, the field behavior on the symmetry axis can be simply implemented through properly selected homogeneous Dirichlet and Neumann applied to the eigenmodal expansion. Whitney p-forms are canonical interpolants of discrete differential p-forms [66] . As explained below, Whitney p-forms are naturally paired to the p-cells of the mesh, where p refers to the dimensionality, i.e. p = 0 refers to nodes, p = 1 to edges, p = 1 to facets and so on [38] . On simplices (e.g. on triangular cells in 2-D or tetrahedral cells in 3-D), Whitney 0-, 1-, and 2-forms are expressed as [38, 51, 66] 
where d is the exterior derivative, ∧ is the exterior product, i a , i b , and i c denote the grid nodes belonging to the i-th p-cell for p = 1 or 2, and λ denotes the barycentric coordinate associated to a given node. The corresponding vector proxies for Whitney 0-, 1-, and 2-forms write as [24, 38] 
One of the key properties of Whitney p-forms is that they admit a natural "pairing" with the p-cells of the mesh [38] . Computationally, the pairing operation between an i-th p-cell of the grid σ i (p) and a Whitney form w (p) j associated with the j-th p-cell is effected by the integral below and yields [38, 43] 
where δ i,j is the Kronecker delta, for p = 0, . . . , 3 in 3-D space.
Appendix B. Generalized Stokes' theorem
The generalized Stokes' theorem of exterior calculus [38, 43, 40, 67, 68] states
where ∂ is the boundary operator that maps an (oriented) p-cell on the grid to the set of (oriented) (p − 1)-cells comprising its boundary. Note that ∂ 2 = 0 and hence d 2 = 0 from (B.1). This latter identity is the exterior calculus counterpart of the vector calculus identities ∇ × ∇ = 0 and ∇ · ∇× = 0.
The generalized Stokes' theorem recovers Stokes' and Gauss' theorems of vector calculus for p = 1, 2, respectively, and the fundamental theorem of calculus for p = 0.
Appendix C. Discrete Maxwell's equations
By pairing Faraday's law for the TE φ field set in (27) with K-th 2-cells σ
of the FE grid (primal mesh) and applying the generalized Stokes' theorem, we obtain
Using ∂σ
, where C K,j is the incidence matrix associated to the exterior derivative applied to 1-forms (curl operator on the mesh), see Appendix D), we obtain [38, 43, 69, 70] 
and applying generalized Stokes' theorem to the left-hand side of (C.4) yields
Similarly to before, we can write ∂σ
, where G J,i is the incidence matrix associated to the exterior derivative applied to 0-forms (gradient operator on the mesh), and obtain
An analogous procedure can be used to obtain the discrete rendering of Ampere's law for on the dual mesh. 
Appendix D. Incidence Matrices
Incidence matrices can be used to represent on a mesh the discrete exterior derivative or, equivalently, the grad, curl, and div operators distilled from their metric structure [38, 43, 68] . Since, from (B.1), the discrete exterior derivative can be seen as the dual of the boundary operator, incidence matrices encode the relationship between each oriented p-cell of the mesh and its boundary oriented (p−1)-cells (say, between an edge and its boundary nodes, a face element and its boundary edges, and so on). To provide a concrete example, we consider a small 
Appendix E. Discrete Hodge Matrix
A (discrete) Hodge star operator encodes all the metric information and is used to transfer information between the primal and dual meshes [38, 40, 47, 50, 71] . Here, we use a Galerkin Hodge construction [40, 41, 71] , which leads to symmetric positive definite matrices and enables an energy-conserving discretization [29] . The Hodge operator also incorporates the constitutive properties (permittivity and permeability) of the background medium [30] . Inhomogeneous and anisotropic media can be easily dealt with by incorporating piecewise constant permittivity and permeability over each cell, for example. In the present FETD-BOR solver, the elements of the Hodge matrices including the radial scaling factor from the cylindrical metric are assembled by adding the contributions from all cells as:
where Ω k is the area of the k−th cell, and ρ k = 3 i=1 ρ ki /3 where ρ ki is ρ coordinate of i−th node touching k−th face and for simplicity we have assumed isotropic media assuming permittivity and permeability values k and µ k , resp., on cell k. Since Whitney forms have compact support, we can express the 330 global discrete Hodge matrix as a sum of local matrices (excluding element-wise permittivity and permeability information) for the K-th face as
where ∆ K is the area of K-th face and
, (E.14)
Due to the local support of the Whitney forms, the above Hodge matrices are very sparse (and diagonally dominant). Their sparsity patterns for the mesh in Fig. D .17 are provided in Fig. E.19 . The number of non-zero elements per row (or column) in these Hodge matrices is invariant with respect to the mesh size, so the sparsity increases for larger meshes.
Appendix F. Cartesian-like PML implementation
A perfectly matched layer (PML) is used to absorb outgoing waves in FE simulations, enabling analysis of open-domain problems [72, 73] . As described 340 before, in the present FETD-BOR the spatial discretization is performed in the meridian plane mapped onto a Cartesian domain with the cylindrical metric factor transferred to the constitutive relations. The resulting constitutive relations correspond to a medium that is inhomogeneous and doubly anisotropic. As such, a Cartesian PML implementation extended to such media can be used. Such formulation exists [74] and is adapted here to the FETD-BOR case as follows.
In the 2-D Cartesian plane, the PML can be effected as an analytic continuation on the spatial variables to complex space [73, 74] , given by u →ũ = Applying this analytic continuation to (19) , (20), (33) , and (34) 
2→2
.
